dangling bonds at vacated O-atom sites. Energy differences between two electron singlet and triplet state ground states embedded in 1 mn locally-ordered clusters, and (ii) singlet and triplet excitations of vacated O-atom sites which give rise to states within the band gap detected by 2nd derivative XAS, 3. 2nd Derivative O-atom K pre-edge XAS Spectra Figure 1 displays a 2nd derivative spectrum for RPD SiO2 deposited at 300ºC and annealed in Ar at 950ºC for one minute. Qualitatively and quantitatively similar spectra have also been obtained with for RPD SiO2 and GeO2 [3] . These spectra also display (i) features associated singlet stabilized Si-Si and Ge-Ge bonds at vacated O-states, (ii) 4 singlet states, and 3 triplet terms with final state spin-orbit degeneracy removal (9-features), (iii) 3 additional singlet states which are negative ion states when occupied, and (iv) finally a band-edge singlet and 3 excition states at lower eV. In agreement with these assignments the intensity of Si-Si and Ge-Ge singlet bond defect features grows with increasing processing temperatures, and is greater in GeO2, scaling with Si-Si and Ge-Ge bond energies ground state energies including electronic states and bond geometries, and singlet and triplet excitation energies have been determined by ab initio calculations. Figure 3 displays singlet and triplet ground state energies as a function of the Si-Si inter-atomic distance. R, for removal of an O-atom. This distance is ~0.31 nm in an SiO2 CRN network, and in crystalline SiO2 as well. The energy difference between these 2 branches is an effective exchange energy, witth the decrease in the triplet state with increasing R displaying an ~1/R 3 dependence, and decreases in the singlet state energy with increasing R being driven by a decrease in the radial function overlap of the symmetric radical wave function dependence. Figure 4 displays triplet energies for R=0.34 nm where the splitting between the two groups of states is more than 5 eV and much larger than the splitting between the singlet and triplet ground states show in Fig. 5 or R=0 .49 nm. Figures  5(a) and (b) indicate respectively 3 strong triply degenerate triplet terms, and 5 strong singlet terms, three non-generate with Ag symmetry, and 2 doubly degenerate with Eg symmetry degeneracy giving 9 spectral features, and 7 singlet features. Final state effects remove the triplet degeneracy.
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The spacings between the singlet and triplet features for this spacing are similar to those in Fig. 1 supporting the model for defect sites being vacated O-atom vacancies in which there has been a displacive transition to from ~ 0.3 to ~0.5 nm.
Summary
Pre-existing defects, identified in RPD nc-SiO2 and GeO2 thin films have been identified in O K pre-edge 2nd derivative spectra. Defects are embedded in 1 nm clusters defined by the FSDP. Ordering and singlet and triplet features is described by application of ab initio calculations, and for structural relaxations which give near degenerate singlet and triplet ground states. This includes the variation of singlet and triplet excitations as a function of dangling bond separation. 
